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Abstract

Plant–pathogen interactions are still classically described using concepts that make a distinction between qualitative
titative aspects linked to these concepts. This article first describes these aspects, using the terminology associated w
then presents some recent experimental observations that demonstrate that such concepts share either common or clo
mechanisms at the cellular and molecular levels. The emergence of a more global vision and understanding of the in
between plants and their parasites is discussed.To cite this article: P. Reignault, M. Sancholle, C. R. Biologies 328 (2005).
 2005 Académie des sciences. Published by Elsevier SAS. All rights reserved.

Résumé

Les interactions phytopathogènes : la mise en évidence de mécanismes communs mène-t-elle à l’unification des conce
Les interactions phytopathogènes sont encore classiquement décrites sur la base de concepts distinguant des aspects
quantitatifs liés à ces interactions. Après avoir rappelé ces différents aspects ainsi que la terminologie qui leur est as
article présente un certain nombre de résultats expérimentaux récents illustrant le fait que des concepts distincts partag
aux niveaux cellulaire et moléculaire, des mécanismes sinon communs, souvent très proches. L’émergence d’une visio
compréhension plus globales des interactions entre les plantes et leurs parasites est discutée.Pour citer cet article : P. Reignault,
M. Sancholle, C. R. Biologies 328 (2005).
 2005 Académie des sciences. Published by Elsevier SAS. All rights reserved.
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1. Introduction

The terminology used for plant pathology is wi
and diverse. It is also sometimes ambiguous or e
contradictory when compared with the terminology
animal pathology[1] or because of the use of the sa
ed by Elsevier SAS. All rights reserved.
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words in different languages. A classic example of
latter is the term ‘virulence’, which refers, in a Fren
plant pathology glossary, to the capability of a patho
to invade a plant. In animal pathology and in ‘En
lish’ plant pathology, the same word means the
tent by which this capability can be quantified. Mo
over, the large diversity of plant–pathogen interacti
sometimes makes the understanding of the assoc
concepts even more difficult. As described below,
main concepts are linked to different levels of specific
and resistance types, and to well-defined quantita
and qualitative aspects. Although they help in und
standing concepts, these distinctions are not likely
be irreversible. Following an overview of the divers
of plant pathology concepts, the aim of this review
to show that, based on numerous examples of re
experimental observations, classic distinctions can
questioned, at least at the cellular and molecular
els.

2. The diversity of plant pathology concepts

Although plants lack an immune system similar
mammals, they do resist most of the pathogens that
in the rhizosphere or in the phyllosphere. Disease i
exception, not the rule: plants are so-called ‘functi
ally nonhosts’ to most of their putative parasites a
both partners share fundamental incompatibility. Ho
ever, some pathogens are known to exhibit a total
of specialization and infect a wide host range, as ex
plified by most necrotrophic fungi or bacteria that k
colonized plant tissues. On the other hand, becaus
the occurrence of a mutual perception between pl
and their pathogens, other parasites show some s
ficity and are restricted to a limited range of hos
even to a single host. Narrow specificities are most
ten exhibited by biotrophic parasites that maintain
host’s structural and physiological integrity. Interact
specificity, if it occurs, determines whether the pl
resists the pathogen or the disease becomes well e
lished[2].

2.1. Host specificity

This first specificity level occurs when a paras
species is able to invade only a single plant specie
explains why a plant that is susceptible to a given p
asite is also resistant to most others and it allows
following types to be defined:

– forma specialis(f.sp.) or varieties (var.) of fungi;
– pathovars (pv.) or varieties (var.) of bacteria;
d

t

f

-

-

– pathotypes or strains of viruses;
– races, biotypes, pathotypes or strains of nemato

The resistance shown by a plant involved in a n
host relationship is called ‘nonhost resistance’. It occ
in all plants against the majority of potentially invasi
agents and is the most common type of resistance.

Although they have not been extensively studi
preformed defences fully participate in nonhost re
tance[3]. Such defences can take place at the anat
cal (cuticle or cell wall appositions) or at the biochem
cal level (secondary metabolism and antimicrobial p
teins or peptides, the plant defensins[4,5]). Nonhost
resistance may also result from the induction of defe
responses activated by the plant’s ability to detect
presence of exogenous eliciting molecules like fun
elicitins [6] or bacterial flagellin[7]. In this particular
case, the induced resistance is linked to the estab
ment of a much localized necrotic response occurrin
the infection site, the hypersensitive response (HR).

2.2. Race-cultivar specificity

This level of specificity occurs during a host relatio
ship when a genotype of an otherwise susceptible p
species exhibits resistance to a pathogen genotype.
volves:

– cultivars (cv.) or varieties of plants;
– races of fungi or bacteria;
– strains of viruses;
– races, biotypes, pathotypes or strains of nemato

The parasite pathogenicity is then expressed by
term ‘virulence’ sensu stricto and its lack of pathogen
ity by the term ‘avirulence’. The plant is the place whe
either a compatible (parasite virulence and host p
susceptibility) or an incompatible (parasite avirulen
and host plant resistance) reaction is expressed.
corresponding resistance has been referred to as
tical resistance’ by van der Planck[8]. Its expression
is independent of environmental conditions and vert
resistances are most often mono- or oligogenic[9].

Two types of mechanisms involved in race-cultiv
specificity have been described so far. First, the ‘spe
toxin’ system that involves the production of cultiva
specific toxins by the pathogen. This system is
emplified by resistances to necrotrophic fungi and
Hm1 gene from maize cultivar resistant to race 1
Helminthosporium carbonum, which was the first race
cultivar specificity-encoding gene to be cloned[10].
Secondly, this type of specificity is ruled out by t
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famous gene-for-gene relationship and the assoc
Flor’s model that established a tight genetic link b
tween the host and the parasite[11]. It was after Flor’s
work that any gene conferring a vertical resistance
race-cultivar specificity was called a ‘resistance ge
or ‘R gene’. Flor[12] showed that the resistance of
flax cultivar to aMelampsora linirust race was condi
tioned by the simultaneous occurrence of a plantR gene
and a pathogen avirulence gene (Avr gene). These two
genes were shown to be dominant and the interac
turned out to be incompatible when the two genoty
possessed both genes corresponding to each oth
other situations, i.e. with the occurrence ofr and/oravr
recessive alleles, the interaction was compatible.

Many R genes have been isolated and character
during the last decade. The first clonedR gene wasPto,
which confers resistance to tomato against the ba
rial pathogenPseudomonas syringaepv. tomato [13].
Gene tagging and map-based cloning were the most
cessful and extensively used techniques to clone t
genes[14], from plants of great agronomic importan
such as cereals (wheat, barley, maize and rice) and
eral dicots (tomato, tobacco, flax, sugar beet, po
and lettuce) but also for the small model weedAra-
bidopsis thaliana. Moreover, the extent of clonedR
genes corresponds to resistances against most p
genic organisms, from viruses to nematodes[15,16].
The comparison of the predicted structure ofR genes
products quickly revealed that common structural f
tures were shared among them, with each struct
domain (leucine reach repeat, nucleotide binding s
coiled coil, ...) exhibiting a putative function in the e
pression of resistance at the cellular level[16].

Moreover, loci corresponding toR genes have als
been extensively studied. In these genetic studies,
locus conferring race-specific resistance on a plant
tivar is called ‘specificity’. These specificities have be
shown to exhibit a particular distribution within th
plant genome: many clusters ofR loci encoding for
several specificities have been found, especially in
case of resistances to biotrophic fungi[11]. Two types
of genomic organization accounted for this non-rand
distribution: allelic variation and chromosomal tande
and clusters of tightly linked genes[15,17]. This distrib-
ution ofR loci in the plant genome identified two maj
issues. These issues are the origin of this organiza
and distribution, and the evolution ofR loci in con-
nection with diversity generation and maintenance[17–
19], both of which being currently extensively stu
ied.
n

-

-

-

2.3. The plural nature of resistance in plants

One has to emphasize the fact that the specifi
levels in plant–pathogen interactions are not limited
those mentioned above. For instance, tissue and o
specificities are now receiving more interest than in
past and it can be expected that parasitic factors co
tioning the ability to invade a given tissue or organ w
be characterized in the near future[20,21]. Moreover,
the elegance of the Flor’s model and the gene-for-g
relationship, together with the tremendous progres
made in the understanding of corresponding mole
lar events, may suggest that the HR taking place du
race-cultivar specificity and the interaction between
products ofAvr andR genes is, if not universal, the pr
dominant mode of expression of resistance to patho
in plants. The increasing number of publications c
cerning this particular type of resistance is proba
responsible for the heightened awareness of this m
anism. However, one has to keep in mind that la
differences in the expression of resistance certainly
flect an important diversity in parasitic strategies.
from being an exhaustive list, the following are so
of the most common types of resistance which can
observed in nature or mentioned in the literature.

An ‘innate’ resistance (which is distinct from ‘in
nate immunity’, see conclusion below) can potentia
be expressed by plants prior to any contact betw
them and their pathogens. Preformed defences, non
resistance and incompatible reaction during a gene
gene relationship that have been mentioned above
long to the resistances that plants possess per se. O
other hand, ‘acquired’ resistances are expressed on
plants on which a conditional potential for resistan
has been conferred. Two types of acquired resista
are widely cited in the literature: the local acquired
sistance (LAR), expressed in a localized manner
restricted to the site of resistance acquisition, and
extensively studied systemic acquired resistance (SA
For the latter, in many interactions, the establishmen
HR results in a non-specific and systemic resistanc
a wide range of pathogens[22]. This type of acquired
immunity can last for several weeks.

In plants, the word ‘acquired’ in ‘acquired immunit
is a good example of terminological ambiguity. Inde
it is a clearly distinct concept from acquired imm
nity in animals, which is highly specific and in contra
to what is often referred to as ‘acquired resistance
plants. Finally, induced resistance (IR) is expressed
ter a biotic or non-biotic treatment, which makes a pl
less susceptible, tolerant or even fully resistant. B
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‘induced’ and ‘acquired’ resistances in plants are te
often used interchangeably with the same meaning.

2.4. Plant and pathogen factors involved in
plant–pathogen interactions

Beside specificity levels, basic compatibility b
tween a given plant and a given pathogen results f
the balance between plant resistance factors – the ‘
eral’ resistance factors – and the pathogenicity dete
nants of the pathogen[2]. Pathogenicity is then referre
to as either ‘virulence’sensu latoor ‘aggressiveness
The plant resistance can be represented in a quantit
manner as a continuous parameter. Quantitative r
tances, which have been termed ‘horizontal’ resistan
according to van der Planck’s terminology[8], are of-
ten polygenic and environmental factors exert such
important influence on the outcome of the interacti
in which they are involved that the environment can
considered as a third partner in the interaction[2].

For basic compatibility, mechanisms of general
fences have to be considered. These are the active m
anisms induced by the recognition of:

(1) a pathogen by the plant,
(2) the molecular pattern associated with it (see be

in the conclusion), and
(3) an elicitor released from this pathogen (exogen

elicitor), or
(4) an elicitor released from the plant attacked by

pathogen (endogenous elicitor).

These mechanisms are linked to many metabolic
structural modifications in the host and have alre
been extensively described in the previous literat
Classically, the most commonly mentioned are
metabolism of reactive oxygen species[23], reinforce-
ment of pre-existing physical barriers such as the
wall [24] and the apposition of new additional bar
ers such as papillae[25], the activation of secondar
metabolism leading to the synthesis of phytoal
ins [26], the synthesis of PR-proteins[27] such as in-
duced defensins[28]. Several signal molecules establi
molecular bridges between the earliest responses
later ones. Signal molecules also establish molec
bridges between localized responses such as HR as
as more generalized responses such as SAR: sal
acid (SA) [29], jasmonic acid (JA), and its derivativ
methyl jasmonate, generated from lipid peroxidat
[30], and nitric oxide (NO)[31]. The study of cellu-
lar transduction mechanisms involving these molec
is now greatly facilitated due to discovery of muta
-

-

-

ll

in the signalization pathway, especially inArabidop-
sis thaliana. It is now apparent that the pathways
volved in the perception of signal molecules have m
connections with each other. The activation of pl
defences involves the interactions between these p
ways[32,33].

Now consider the issues of basic compatibility fro
the vantage point of the parasite and the defining
factors enabling pathogens to colonize the host p
The parasite must overcome many significant imp
iments in order to invade the host, induce sympto
and still complete its life cycle. The obvious temptat
would be to distinguish between the general biolo
cal ‘house-keeping’ function and those that are invol
in pathogenesis only[34]. It could therefore be postu
lated that such a factor would be intrinsically involved
pathogenicity in natural conditions and is unnecess
for vital functions. However, the case has to be c
sidered of obligately biotrophic fungi, for which hous
keeping and pathogenicity functions are much more
ficult to distinguish than for facultative parasites. Mo
over, a more complete point of view is particula
necessary when pathogenic factors that make the
defence inefficient are considered[35]. Eventually, a
global approach of pathogenicity was proposed for
mal pathogens, but may also be useful for plant path
gists: a pathogenicity determinant is a microbial prod
that influences the progression of the infection[36]. In
the case of necrogenic bacteria, that eventually kill
invaded plant tissues, the most important pathoge
ity factors to be considered are exopolysaccharide
surface (EPS)[37], hydrolytic cell wall degrading en
zymes[38], toxins [39], or other diverse factors suc
as iron acquisition systems[40], and the synthesis o
auxin-like growth regulators[41]. These bacteria als
use intercellular signals involved inquorum sensing
that activate the expression of numerous genes
ing infection[42]. Concerning filamentous fungi (fun
sensu stricto or filamentous parasitic protoctista suc
Oomycetes), three strategies are currently used in o
to determine which genes are encoding for pathoge
ity determinants. These strategies are:

(1) gene disruption or replacement of a gene enco
for a known function a priori important in patho
genicity[34,43],

(2) random mutagenesis techniques such as gene
ging, differential display, sequencing of ESTs d
rived from transcripts accumulating during infe
tion [44], macro and micro-arrays investigation
and
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(3) the application to plant pathogenic fungi of t
functional genomics technologies that allow
sertional mutagenesis at the scale of the en
genome.

These technologies also lead to the possibility of sim
taneously studying several candidate genes or se
genes in associated metabolic pathways[45]. A great di-
versity of pathogenicity determinants is to be expec
because of the extreme diversity of adaptations requ
by the different aspects of fungal parasitism: trop
type, specificity, life and infectious cycles.

Currently, the principal pathogenicity factors th
have been identified so far are linked to the ea
stages of infection (spore adhesion and germinat
plant surface recognition and differentiation of infe
tious structures like appressoria), the production
toxins, the release of cuticle and cell-wall degrad
enzymes, and the detoxification of plant antimicrob
compounds[34,46].

A model representing the different components of
teractions as they are classically described is prese
in Fig. 1. The central theme of this review will focus o
l

the fact that distinctions included in this model can n
be seriously questioned.

3. Is it still accurate to consider separately
pathogenicity and resistance?

First of all, a direct link between bacterial aggre
siveness, as a component of pathogenicity in basic c
patibility, and avirulence, which determines the pl
resistance when race-cultivar specificity occurs,
peared with the discovery of the hrp (hypersensitive
response and pathogenicity) system in several specie
of necrogenous bacteria. InPseudomonas syringa,
Ralstonia solanacearum, Xanthomonas campestrisand
Erwinia amylovora, studies involving random mutage
esis allowed the isolation ofhrp mutants. These mutan
showed altered pathogenicity on susceptible plants
they lost their ability to induce the HR during nonho
or cultivar-specific resistance. It has been shown
more than 20hrp genes are clustered in about 20
in the bacterial genome[42]. These genes encode f
proteins of the type-III secretion system, which allo
the direct delivery of effector proteins probably i
Fig. 1. A classical model for the plant and parasite components involved in phytopathogen interactions.
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volved in pathogenicity: HrpN inErwinia amylovora,
HrpZ in Pseudomonas syringaeor PopA inRalstonia
solanacearum[47]. The precise role of these protei
remains to be investigated, althoughhrp− mutants of
Erwinia chrysanthemiare clearly altered in pathogeni
ity. Some possess LRR domains like most of the
products, and they may become anchored to the pla
membrane, incorporated into the nucleus or particip
in the formation of bacterial pili[48]. The avirulent phe
notype of thehrp− mutants is due to the fact that A
products are secreted via the same type-III system
these proteins[42].

Race-cultivar specificity for phytopathogenic fun
also involves factors classically described only as b
compatibility factors. Xylanase activity is a typical e
ample of the basic compatibility factor produced byTri-
chodermaand has been shown to induce a monoge
resistance in particular in tobacco cultivars[49]. This
resistance is therefore very close to a classic vertica
sistance. Genes encoding for receptors to xylanase
ducing such a resistance have been cloned recently
tobacco and tomato. Predicted products of these g
have been shown to share the same structural fea
as products from previously cloned and characterizeR

genes[50]. The xylanase protein is therefore now to
considered as a determinant of both pathogenicity
aggressiveness and as an Avr product.

Another link between the expression of plant res
tance and the expression of pathogen aggressivene
been established with the characterization of the Hr
harpin protein fromPseudomonas syringaeandErwinia
amylovora, which is responsible for the expression of
incompatible reaction in the attacked plant. The Hr
protein contains both an N-terminus homologous
the other harpins and a C-terminus homologous
novel class of fungal and bacterial pectinases[51]. The
cloning of theCf-9gene in tomato revealed a strong h
mology with genes encoding plant polygalacturona
inhibiting proteins (PGIPs)[52]. Since then, PGIPs hav
been shown to have other similarities with either ex
or intracellularR gene products and with a flagellin r
ceptor[53].

The links between basic compatibility and resista
were recently strengthened by the study ofArabidop-
sis thalianamutants, which are unable to develop th
preformed constitutive defences, but are still able to
form the HR when challenged with avirulent strains
biotrophic fungi. They are also altered in their co
patibility with virulent strains[54]. Such a reported
plant compatibility factor is encoded by thePMR6gene,
which showed a strong homology with a pectina
encoding gene[55].
-

s
s

s

Since cellular and molecular links between
pathogenicity determinants and vertical or horizon
induced or preformed plant resistances are now fo
more often in the literature, it now appears clear that
concepts of both pathogenicity and resistance are m
ally necessary for each one to be understood.

4. To what extent can we distinguish between
qualitative and quantitative resistances?

As predicted by Nelson[56] and Crute[9], the dis-
tinction established between quantitative and qualita
aspects of plant resistance is not always discernible.
cording to Nelson[56], quantitative resistances are t
result of residual cumulated qualitative resistances.
Crute[9], if a compatible interaction is necessarily co
ditioned by a mutual recognition of both partners,
severity of the resulting symptoms is clearly determin
by a more basic compatibility. It was justified onwar
to address the question of whether the different ty
of plant resistances and the different types of inte
tions they establish with their parasites are parts
complexcontinuum. The occurrence of thiscontinuum
seems to be at least partially verified today when ce
lar and molecular mechanisms are taken into accou
the study of these concepts. Recent studies onArabidop-
sis thalianaclearly illustrate this hypothesis: the qua
titatively continuous range of phenotypes obtained
different plant accessions challenged with differentPer-
onospora parasiticaisolates is not consistent with th
either totally incompatible or totally compatible rea
tions that are supposed to characterize the gene-for-
relationship[57]. With regard to defence responses, i
well known that vertical and horizontal resistances
volve a common set of defence mechanisms, altho
these defences are distinct in their kinetics and in
sity [58].

Accordingly, a vertical resistance involves gene
resistance factors classically associated with horiz
tal resistance: tomato cultivars resistant to several r
of Alternaria solanihave been shown to exhibit a ve
important constitutive transcription level for several P
proteins encoding genes[59]. The genetically engi
neered overexpression of thePto gene conditioning
race-cultivar specificity between tomato and the exp
sion of the HR leads to the activation of general defe
responses and to a resistance extended to other ba
and also to fungi[60]. Recently, the ‘guard hypothesi
has been proposed as a model for the mechanisms o
Avr–R interaction and recognition and is also an ad
tional illustration of these links between qualitative a
quantitative aspects of interactions. According to
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‘guard hypothesis’, the Avr product, which can in som
cases be a pathogenicity determinant ‘recognized
‘sensed’ by the plant, interacts with a host plant prot
the so-called ‘pathogenicity target’. The most descri
and characterized pathogenicity target, the RIN4 pro
from Arabidopsis thaliana, is associated with suppres
ing activity of the host’s general defences; this supp
sion is reinforced when an interaction with an Avr pro
uct occurs. It appears that the corresponding R pro
is able to ‘guard’ against or ‘sense’ for the presence
the molecular complex formed by the Avr product a
the pathogenicity target. This mechanism prevents
general defence responses inactivation and induce
HR [61,62]. Besides the common mechanisms sha
by the general defences of quantitative resistances
the Avr recognition of qualitative resistances, the ‘gu
hypothesis’ also illustrates the links between resista
and pathogenicity that have been mentioned above.

This continuity between qualitative and quantitat
resistances may result from distinct but overlapping f
tures of the defence responses range that would b
volved in both cases[3]. At the genetic level, there i
growing evidence of the overlap of these two types
resistance. This is illustrated by the study of quantita
trait loci (QTLs) leading to the resistance of the Fren
bean toColletotrichum lindemuthianum. QTLs respon-
sible for this partial resistance have been co-locali
in the bean genome withR genes, but also exhibited
clear specificity to different isolates of the fungus[63].
The reports of such a co-localization in the geno
of QTLs andR genes are also found more frequen
in the literature[64]. Moreover, novelR or defence
response-encoding genes have been sought based
the search for and the mapping of resistance gene
sequences (RGL) or resistance gene analogues (R
from rice, maize and barley. This led to evidence t
these sequences were tightly linked in the rice gen
to both quantitative and qualitative resistance loci[65].
About ten years ago the strong genetic linkage betw
a resistance QTL to the OomycetePhytophthora infes
tans, in potatoes, which correlates with late matur
and the race specificR1 gene led to the hypothes
that both types of resistance had molecular links[66].
Subsequently, it has been shown that theR1 gene be-
longs to the NBS-LRR class of theR gene family[67]
and that the resistance QTL also co-localizes with P
proteins encoding genes[68]. RGL sequences have al
been co-localized with other resistances in the po
genome[69]. PR-proteins encoding genes and RGL
quences are now true candidates for QTL genes for
tial resistance toP. infestans[70]. Finally, race-specific
QTLs have been also reported[71], for example in the
n

)

case of partial resistance of apple tree toVenturia in-
equalis[72].

5. Is there a single type of resistance in plants?

Other differences in the types of resistance – host
race-cultivar specificities, compatible and incomp
ble interactions, preformed and induced defences –
not necessarily hold true when subjected to molec
and cellular investigations of the interactions. In ma
recent investigations, the borderline between com
ible and incompatible interactions has been shown
be indistinguishable, at least at the experimental le
When syringolin A, a bacterial determinant for no
host resistance, is applied to wheat plants invol
in a compatible interaction withBlumeria graminis
f.sp. tritici , it induces a conversion of the intera
tion into an incompatible one, leading to a typic
HR [73].

Moreover, two main hypotheses have been alre
proposed to explain the links between host and ra
cultivar specificities[74]:

– nonhost resistances, as well as qualitative re
tances (see above), result from the cumulated ac
of manyR genes, each of them encoding for its o
specificity, and would therefore be determined b
range of recognition events between R products
elicitors/Avr products;

– alternatively, nonhost resistances involve a uni
gene-for-gene relationship similar to that of ra
cultivar specificity.

Many recent works clearly show that common me
anisms govern these two previously distinct specifi
ties, which can now be classified as a single phen
enon. It has been shown that both plant resista
encoding genes –R genes and others – and microb
elicitors could be involved in these mechanisms. T
RPW8 gene fromArabidopsis thalianawas initially
characterized as a classic gene-for-gene relation
between a plant ecotype and the corresponding
of Erysiphe cichoracearum. It then turned out to en
code for resistance in at least 18 races among
different Erysiphespecies and then to all other test
races [75]. The RPW8-encoded resistance therefo
clearly tends towards host specificity. In marigold
gene encoding for a TIR domain that is commo
found in many race-specific R products is induc
during nonhost resistance to the parasitic Phanero
Striga asiatica [76]. The non-specific bacterial elic
itor flagellin [77] is recognized inArabidopsisby a
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receptor with a kinase activity and LRRs that a
also found in many race-specific R products[78]. In
tomato, the HR-associated recognition of fungal p
teins secreted byCladosporium fulvumoccurs in both
host and nonhost plants[79]. In wheat, nonhost re
sistance toBlumeria graminisf.sp. secalis, responsi-
ble for rye powdery mildew, involves a gene-for-ge
relationship between plant genes and fungal ge
encoding for a non-specific avirulence[80]. In pea,
non-specific and nonhost resistance involve the
cific recognition of the elicitor encoded by theAvrP-
phD gene of Pseudomonas syringaepv. phaseoli-
cola [81].

Cellular events and transduction pathways induce
plants either by an R-Avr recognition event or the bin
ing of a non-specific elicitor also share many comm
features. A study of transduction pathways activated
R genes from the three different classes, theRPW8gene
or by a compatible interaction showed that the sa
pattern of genes and the synthesis of PR-proteins
also induced[82]. In Nicotiana benthamiana, the SGT1
protein illustrates the occurrence of such common
fectors involved in both nonhost and race-cultivar re
tances[83]. As already mentioned above, at the cellu
level, HR has been shown not to be restricted to the
pression of incompatible reactions when race-cult
specificity occurs. For instance, HR was shown to
associated with both nonhost and race-cultivar re
tances ofSolanumspecies to the OomycetePhytoph-
thora [84], suggesting that identical mechanisms w
involved in both cases. HR is observed in many differ
contexts, from the nonhost resistance to necrotro
pathogens to race-cultivar resistance to viral genom
In addition to the formerly known elicitins (see abov
a growing number of HR-inducing proteins have be
revealed[85] outside of the initial race-cultivar back
ground. Cell wall reinforcement such as papilla de
sition is another example of common defence mec
nisms involved in both types of resistance[86]. The im-
portance of intracellular vesicular trafficking in papi
deposition during host and race-cultivar specificities
barley andArabidopsishas been recently shown[87].
However, it must be mentioned that even when t
induce HR, plant cells involved in host or nonhost
sistance do respond in different ways: inVigna and
French bean, nonhost HR appears earlier and invo
intervacuolar strands, Brownian movements and
cleus migration to the penetration site. It may also
distinguished from host HR using pharmacological
hibitors [88]. At the genomic scale, the comparison
Arabidopsistranscriptomes corresponding to either h
or nonhost resistance to the bacteriumPseudomonas sy
Fig. 2. An updated and unified model for plant–pest interactions
cording to[92]). Transduction pathways activated by the recognit
of a parasite or an herbivorous insect are connected together, a
as with pathways involved during the response to abiotic stresses
expression of plant genes involved in these transduction pathwa
modified whatever the extent of the pest recognition by the p
(a) The pest elicitors are fully recognized by the plant. (b) Modified
elicitors are produced and only partially induced the defence tr
duction pathway. (c) Modified elicitors are produced, they are n
recognized by the plant and do not induce the defence transdu
pathways.

ringaeshows that one fourth of the expressed genes
regulated the same way in both cases[89].

Finally, other close links have also been found
tween preformed and induced defences, in additio
those mentioned above in relation to plant compatib
factors. Potato PR-proteins encoding genes showed
expectedly high expression levels and are suspect
be involved in non-specific partial and constitutive
sistance toP. infectans[90]. Moreover, the challenging
by a tomatinase-deficient strain ofSeptoria lycopersici,
of Nicotiana benthamiana, in which defence respons
genes had been silenced, revealed how the path
was able to bypass the plant defences, using a
step process: the hydrolysis of the antimicrobial pl
saponin, tomatin, which is considered a classic p
formed plant defence, and the suppression of indu
defence responses by the released product of the hy
ysis[91].
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6. Conclusion: to what extent will the concepts be
unified?

It is now well established that all plant pests, inclu
ing pathogens and herbivore insects, induce a modi
tion in the expression of plant genes via the recogni
of eliciting molecules as well as at least an alteration
cell and tissue integrity. Many recent molecular and
nomic studies of plant responses to biotic and non-bi
stresses suggest strong connections inside the plan
between transduction pathways allowing both the a
mal and microbial ‘non-self’ to be recognized, as w
as responses to environmental stresses[92]. A new up-
dated model for interactions between plants and p
has been proposed and is presented inFig. 2.

The homogenization of the concepts related to pla
might logically be extended to animal pathology co
cepts as well. Nevertheless, several fundamental di
ences seem to make mechanisms of plant and an
pathologies irreconcilable: the lack of plant mobili
the absence, in plants, of an immune system involv
specialized and circulating cells, the presence in m
mals of the major histocompatibility complex (MHC
leading to the recognition of non-self by specific an
bodies and the fact that, in plants, all cells have the s
genetic defensive potential.

However, concerning pathogenicity, it has be
shown with type-III secretion[47] and iron acquisition
[40] systems that animal and plant pathogenic ba
ria share common features. InPseudomonas aerug
nosa, clusters of genes encoding for pathogenicity
animals found together with genes encoding for pat
genicity in plants have been identified[93]. Finally,
thePseudomonasYopT andXanthomonasAvrBsT pro-
teinous effectors showed the same cysteine protei
activity as YopJ from the animal pathogenYersinia. This
activity has been associated with alterations of the h
cells[94,95].

Concerning resistance, defensins are a clear ex
ple of antimicrobial proteins produced by both anim
and plant organisms[96]. Moreover, the complex non
random organization ofR loci clusters and tandems a
well as the evolution mechanisms of these loci is n
considered to be similar to the HMC in mammals[97].

A new model has been recently proposed[17] to
explain the proliferation ofR genes and their com
plex organization within plant genomes. This mo
relies on the principle of the HMC and the functio
ing of immunoglobulin-encoding genes[15]. According
to this so-called ‘birth-and-death’ model, complexR

loci would be originated from initial duplication event
Indeed, transposed sequences have been found w
ll

l

-

complex R loci that probably caused the duplicati
events. The number ofR genes would then have in
creased because of unequal cross-over events bet
mispaired gene copies during meiosis. The molec
location of these events is likely to be conserved leuc
reach repeats (LRRs) between copies. They can
place either between genes, causing the number of
copies to vary, or within a given gene, making the nu
ber of LRRs vary. Such recombination events along w
genic conversions or transposon insertions would cr
some sequence divergence between the generated
copies resulting in the so-called ‘death’ of the loc
Indeed it has been shown that paralogue genes, w
are located within the same cluster, are more diverg
from each other than orthologue genes, which are a
les in haploid genomes[19]. However, two major issue
remain to be investigated, which despite extensive m
cular investigations and the recent development of
‘birth-and-death’ model have not yet been addresse

– what is the nature of the events originating
selection pressure leading to the sequence d
gence?

– why areR loci organized either in tandems of clu
tered genes or in allelic series?

In Arabidopsis thaliana, RPPgenes encoding spec
ficities to the OomycetePeronospora parasiticaare a
good model for the study ofR genes polymorphism in
natural plant ecotypes and they proved to be usefu
the understanding of polymorphism preservation am
them. Two hypotheses have been suggested[15]:

– when overcome, and therefore ineffective, beca
of the emergence of a new virulent race of
pathogen,R genes disappear from the plant pop
lation. They only persist during a temporary perio
which is determined by their efficiency against t
pathogen population;

– alternatively, such overcomeR genes are main
tained at a low frequency within the population, u
til the corresponding avirulent race of the pathog
does appear again within the pathogen populat
In this case, they are recycledR genes. This sec
ond hypothesis is the most widely accepted tod
many clonedR genes have been shown to poss
alternative alleles within accessions distinct fro
those from which they have been isolated. A cert
amount of polymorphism is therefore generated,
cumulated and maintained in this way between
ferent accessions.
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SinceRPP5, N andL6 genes have been cloned,
is known that intracellular transduction pathways le
ing to resistance are sometimes highly conserved
tween organisms, even in the unexpected case of p
and drosophila, for example. The strong homology
the TIR domain from many plantR genes with the
interleukin receptor shows such a link between a
mal immunity and plant resistance. This TIR domain
also homologous to the drosophila Toll receptor wh
is involved in defensin production and innate imm
nity [97], as well as in embryogenesis[98]. A Toll ho-
mologue has been characterized in mammals and sh
to also be involved in innate immunity[99]. Moreover,
innate immunity in mammals also involves NOD i
tracellular receptors exhibiting strong homologies w
NBS and LRR domains from the plantR genes[97].
Plant and animal resistances to disease therefore inv
a growing number of similar mechanisms, like plant H
and animal apoptosis, but also conserved transdu
pathways and identical structural domains[100,101].

Surprisingly, although the accumulation of cellu
and molecular work renders classic concepts and
sociated distinctions at least partially unified, new a
additional concepts are also emerging. As an exam
the concept of a general elicitor may be on the way
being replaced by the term ‘pathogen-associated mo
ular pattern’ (PAMP), which has recently been impor
from animal pathology. As with PAMPs recognized d
ing animal innate immunity, the pep-13 elicitor fro
Phytophthora infestansshows a structure highly con
served between differentPhytophthoraspecies and th
bacterial flagellin is also found in several bacterial pl
pathogens. Both are recognized in plants and have
shown to elicit defence responses[102]. Is the emer-
gence of PAMPs in plant pathology just another s
towards the unification of plant and animal patholo
concepts rather than the emergence of a new con
in phytopathology? New distinctions can also emer
acquired resistances like SAR are now separated
induced resistance such as the induced systemic r
tance (ISR)[103]. SAR is now mentioned as a SA
dependent mechanism, whereas ISR is reported as
independent, but involving jasmonic acid and ethyle
‘Induced accessibility’ and ‘induced inaccessibility’ a
also mentioned in a growing number of recent wor
A plant cell challenged with a compatible pathog
becomes accessible to a previously incompatible
General, non-specific, race-specific and nonhost re
tances have been shown to be altered in this way. O
other hand, an otherwise susceptible cell is rendere
accessible to a compatible pathogen when it has b
previously challenged with an avirulent one[54]. An-
t

-

-

other new ‘enzymatic resistance’ concept has also b
proposed recently[104]. This resistance has been a
sociated with the constitutive expression of genes
volved in normal non-pathogenic metabolism, encod
for factors regulating carbon metabolism or for differe
enzymatic activities such as adenosine kinase, glyc
kinase or activities involved in photo-respiration.

However, it remains clear that the experimen
progress over the past 15 years, and especially th
the past five years, strongly encourages phytopa
genic interactions to be conceived in a more global fa
ion than they once were classically. The molecular
cellular dissection of mechanism underlying these in
actions indicate that the limits and separations betw
the different concepts mentioned above are not as m
justified as they used to be. But is this new global vis
resulting from studies performed at the micro- or
nanoscale still relevant in the field? Will the different
sistance types stated by van der Planck[8] and the othe
classical concepts not be relevant anymore for stu
of resistance management in the field or for epidem
logical investigations? The answer to this question
depend upon how successfully molecular and cell
investigative techniques can be implemented in ac
large scale, real time studies and investigations. N
defence strategies based on molecular breeding an
use of GMOs are often prohibited in Europe based
social and economic grounds, but also because o
agronomic cost of transgene expression and its co
quent effects on yield and plant growth. Provided th
obstacles are overcome at some point in the futur
should be possible to verify whether the field, as a la
ratory, becomes a proper stage for the unification of
concepts linked to plant–pathogen interactions.
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